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Letter from Licensed Ham Radio Operators in Southern California Re: RIN 0596-AD44 

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT: 

Licensed amateur radio operators stand together in opposition to the proposed fees by the National 

Forest Service (NFS) to be levied upon the owners of essential amateur radio sites found on NFS 

land.  

We ask that no fees be assessed to our civic service community. The fees would damage our ability 

to continue valuable emergency communications services and skills that we voluntarily supply our 

communities, nationwide, as charted in FCC Part 97.  

HISTORY and BACKGROUND: 

Amateur radio operators have been voluntarily supporting emergency communications (EmComm) a 
long time, even before we first began to be licensed in 1912 when Congress approved the Radio Act 
of 1912.1 
  
Among the largest and oldest EmComm groups in the United States is the Amateur Radio 
Emergency Services (ARES). ARES is the field organization of the American Radio Relay League 
(ARRL) since 1935.2 

 

Amateur radio operators belonging to ARES have voluntarily responded to local and regional 
disasters since the 1930s. Notable in recent history include the attacks of September 11, 2001, and 
the category-5 storms Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Michael.3 During the more recent Colorado 
fires amateur radio operators, despite the loss of their own homes, responded to help with EmComm 
during evacuations.4  Numerous examples are cited regarding the public communication safety net 
Amateur operators make possible.5,6,7,8 
 
 

  
FOR CONSIDERATION: Reasons why our ability to continue to afford to operate is so important, 

include:  

• Forest Service Operations Benefit by Repeater Towers and Other Equipment in 
Vaults on Forest Service Lands. For example, we currently turn and point our cameras to 
follow smoke/fire status in times of need, at no charge, which helps the NFS and other 
agencies to protect our forests.  

• Valuable Existing Emergency Communication Infrastructure Could Be Lost. 
Repeater towers and vaults that house essential associated equipment vital to amateur radio 
operations, are owned by individuals with limited financial resources. Some are non-profit 
501(c)(3) organizations which rely 100% on voluntary member dues. The proposed fees would 
decimate most annual budgets.  

• Repeater Owners/Operators/Trustees Already Spend Large Amounts of Their 
Own Money on upgrades, repair and maintenance of vital equipment weather beaten by 
winds, ice, snow, and other harsh conditions. Additionally, they personally fund back-up power 
with solar panels, generators, fuel, and delivery of fuel-sometimes over unpassable roads.  
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• Entire Communities’ Benefit Because of Repeater Towers and Vaults and other 
equipment; amateur radio operators depend on that equipment to cover emergency 
communications when there is no other way to pass vital information. Those communities 
would be impacted negatively if a local repeater owner is forced to shut down due to the 
fees, and then an event causes cell tower networks to fail.  

• Internet Access is Not Always Available; many repeater site owner/operators rely on 
building internet access through ‘microwave bridges’ at additional personal cost, without 
burdening communities with additional fees. 
• Amateur Radio Operators Also Support Community Public Events, with 
Gatherings of All Sizes. The attached newspaper article describes some of the ways amateur 
radio is an asset to urban and suburban communities served by the repeater radio towers that 
need to be located up high.5   

• Amateur Operators Are Called Upon by Government and Non-governmental 
Agencies, to support essential communications made possible only by relay equipment 
located on key NFS locations.  

• Amateur Operators Respond Without Compensation; In fact, legally we are not 
permitted to charge for what we do. Our civic service is given voluntarily wherever and 
whenever needed. 

• Communities Within Reach of Repeater Towers Benefit Financially. As just one 
example, the ‘Orange Section’ ARES volunteer organization, serving Inyo, Orange, Riverside, 
and San Bernardino Counties, covers over 38,000 square miles with a population over seven 
million people. In 2021, our ARES Program supported thirty public service events. This 
represents 587 volunteer hours, at a cost savings to the public of $16,182. (“ORANGE 
SECTION | ARES”) Additionally, they responded to fifteen emergency operations representing 
eighty-two service hours at cost savings of $2,262. These figures may even be higher because 
volunteers do not always report all their hours.8 

 

SUMMARY POINT:  

Repeater equipment built, supported, and shared by highly skilled amateur radio repeater owners and 
radio operators, is essential. The systems we put into place are the ultimate “PLAN B” for America’s 
emergency communications.  

Fees may cause repeater networks to become unaffordable, and some repeater operators may need 
to cease operations. Amateur radio operators would be undeniably handicapped without their local 
repeaters. The emergency communication assistance that we have traditionally provided our 
communities, would be inadequate without all the essential tools needed to carry it out, including 
affordable repeaters. 

The goals of Executive Order 13821 would be self-defeated, by pricing strategically placed repeaters 
out of service. We trust the FCC will continue to support emergency communications, by excluding 
the proposed fees from being assessed on repeater/vault owners that house essential equipment on 
NFS and other lands.  

###   
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Attachment_1 1-13-2022 Newspaper Article, Ginger Gabriel - Special to The Alpine 

Mountaineer, San Bernardino County, CA.  
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Attachment_2  ARES 01/18/2022  News Article, ARES Activates as Wind-Driven Year-End Fire Destroys 

1,000 Colorado Homes News  

Nine Boulder County (Colorado) Amateur Radio Emergency Services (BCARES) volunteers turned out on 
December 30, 2021 as the devastating Marshall Fire roared through Superior and (portions of) Louisville, 
Colorado. Intense winds whipped a grass fire south of Boulder near Marshall into a massive firestorm that 
became too large and fierce for firefighters to battle.  

“The only battle was evacuation, as the towns of Louisville and Superior and [the] northern suburbs of Denver 
lay in the fire’s wind-driven path,” said Amateur TV (ATV) enthusiast and dealer Jim Andrews, KH6HTV, of 
Boulder. Andrews said the only thing limiting the fire’s spread was the fact that the winds diminished by that 
evening.  

“By that time, hundreds of homes had burned down,” Andrews said, whose own house among them. “This 
was not a typical forest fire, but an urban firestorm.” Thousands of people were evacuated.  

BCARES Board of Directors Chairman and Region 1, District 3 Emergency Coordinator Allen Bishop, K0ARK, said 
that a request from the Boulder Office of Emergency Management (OEM) to activate the emergency 
operations center (EOC) is what initiated the ARES activation. “At that time, staffing was initiated with the 
activation of the BCARES Radio Network, with three BCARES members assigned to the EOC,” Bishop said. The 
BCARES Net was promptly activated.  

ARES volunteers supported communication at evacuation sites and established emergency communication as 
commercial power failures and preventive shutdowns by utilities caused a loss of commercial communication. 
“Within about 8 hours,” Bishop said, “battery back-up systems for cell phones and landlines failed, and 911 
services went down.”  

“To facilitate a restoration of these emergency services, BCARES activated the Mountain Emergency Radio 
Network (MERN),” Bishop said. Established in 2010, MERN consists of repeaters installed at fire stations in 
Gold Hill and Allenspark, at community centers in Nederland and Raymond, and the privately owned Airlink 
Repeater. “These repeaters provided the emergency communication links that facilitated the restoration of 
911 communications back to the dispatch center for the duration of the power outages,” Bishop explained. 
The Allenspark Neighbors Emergency Network (ANEN) and Airlink (Alternate Access Radio Network) 
participated.  

According to Bishop, as the Marshall Fire expanded, evacuation center support was requested at three 
locations to provide on-site situation reports using Winlink. Bishop said BCARES members and mutual-aid 
ARES operators from neighboring Districts established local communication with the BCARES EOC radio 
position from designated field locations. BCARES was activated for 2 days.  

As Andrews reported, Boulder County announced on New Year’s Day that nearly 1,000 homes were lost. In 
addition to his own home, the fire destroyed his daughter’s home next door, as well as the homes of all his 
close neighbors. “We had no official warning of the coming firestorm,” Andrews said. “My only warning was 
from our daughter who saw it happening.” No one died as a result of the fire, but, Andrews added, “KH6HTV 
VIDEO, as a supplier of ATV gear, will be out of operation for a very long time to come.” Andrews edits the 
monthly Boulder Amateur Television Club TV Repeater’s REPEATER newsletter.    
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Attachment_4  A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE  

An alternative suggestion: Spread out the cost over the general public, for a more equitable 
way of raising needed revenue to fund the stated goal. Yes, all people do benefit by having reliable 
TV and Internet connections. Television networks and internet-based businesses also benefit when 
the public pays for entertainment and products they advertise. Therefore, consider levying a tiny 
percentage of the profits made from marketing by TV and internet websites. That might be a less 
burdensome way to raise money to build desired telecommunications improvements, without harming 
the emergency communications infrastructure provided by amateur radio civil servants.  

 
 

ALTERNATIVE (Or… never mind this ALTERNATIVE  example-YOU may have your own) 
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ATTACHMENT_5   SIGNATURES in Support of this Letter 

Some local licensed ham radio operators in concurrence with this letter of opposition to the proposed 

USF fees:   

 

- YOUR NAME HERE, Title, Call Sign, City, State, Affilliations 

- Assunta, KJ6FQP, Retired Public Health RN, Riverside CA,  

ARES Member West Riverside County; MTARA, MVARA, CBARC clubs 

-  

  

   


